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Into the wild study guide

The battle between music anthropologists boils. A fluffy new article in the academic journal Behavior and Brain Sciences argues that the prevailing views on the evolution of music are incomplete or incorrect. In academia, these are fighting words. Music has long been a hypothesis that has emerged either as a means of social
communication, as a mating call, or as an unintentional by-product of other brain abilities, such as speaking and listening. Psychologist Steven Pinker took the latter opinion, memorizing music as a hearing cheesecake, an exquisite confectionery designed to mark sensitive spots in at least six of our mental faculties. Now, two Harvard
psychologists, a UCLA cognitive scientist and anthropologist from Washington state, have joined forces to disappoint those theories: I don't think we can completely rule out hearing the cheesecake hypothesis, but it certainly doesn't offer a very convincing explanation for the whole pack of evidence, says Coauthor Ed Hagen, an
anthropologist at Washington State University, pointing out that many species make similar vocal signals. Slam. The document also draws attention to the fact that if social communication is a goal, there are much more effective paths than making and performing music; if mating calls were rooted, one gender would most likely have higher
musical abilities, while the other had a sporty higher level of listening skills, which is not the case (men and women have roughly equal musical fitness). Boom.The authors rely on detailed evidence to suggest two other plausible musical roots: territorial signaling and baby care. In warfare, rhythm and melody allow tribal groups to signal
their strength, numbers and coordination over long distances, both to allies and enemies. This is not the case with animals usually using vocalizations to show their territory or scare others. If we study music in traditional societies, we can see that it is consistently used to form political alliances, says Hagen. According to this logic, military
bands and marching bands are a late-stage adaptation of this dominance: If a group can't hold off the rhythm, the football team probably can't hold the ball. In the field of baby care, researchers note that parents use songwriting to communicate with their helpless babies. Parents or carers need a reliable way to show the baby that they are
visiting them, says samuel Mehr, a parent, a psychologist and director at harvard Music Laboratory. But the focus is secretly the property of the mind. It's hard to determine if anyone really pays attention to you. But when someone breaks their usual speaking patterns and starts chewing on you in a song, it's easy. Mehr adds that this song
can not be maintained, but rather talk to others. More rhythms in this battle of intellectuals will surely come. Be tuned. Roosevelt June 1918 issue of Schalk van Zuydam / / In Mr. Scully's interesting article about the life of an African ostrich, he argues that, in terms of the habits of wild birds, almost every exalted account bristles with
inaccuracies. In the next paragraph, he claims that an unprotected man in an open open part of a furious ostrich is as dangerous as a lion. This sentence is in itself an inaccuracy of the bristles. If, suffocated by an ostrich, a person stands upright, he is in great danger. But with simple lying targeted, it avoids all the danger. In this case, the
bird may step into it or sit on it; his clothes will be destroyed and his feelings injured; but he will not suffer any bodily harm. I know a variety of men, including Mr. William Beebe, who had this experience. Does Mr. Sculptor imagine that a furious lion will simply sit on the man who will lie down? Mr. Scully says that the ostrich is the only
animal domesticated for sheer love, as detached from utility. Of course, mr. Scully forgot that the peacock had been tamed much longer than ostriches. His claim that ostrich plumes are probably the most perfect decorative items in a natural warehouse, like any such statement, should be presented as an expression of personal taste;
various storks, cranes and herons, not talking about paradise birds and claim pheasants, carry plumes, which many people with equally good taste look even more beautiful. Mr. Scully's description of the ruins of the jackal between the ostrich eggs is the moment. At the time of the description, he says that the white raven cooperates with
the fork. He will carry a small heavy stone into the air and drop it into the nest. Jackal and Raven then amicably share the contents of the broken egg. It's the most interesting, and it's so important that Mr. Scully had to describe in detail specific observations that justify various characteristics of the statement - collaboration, the use of stone
as a tool, amity sharing the result. Similar statements are often made, usually about vultures. But I wish we could get evidence from qualified eyewitnesses. This is not the least impossible: in the same regions of Africa, the alliance between the great honey badger and the queer honey bird is much more remarkable. In addition, many birds
lower the shells on the rocks or rock beaches to break them; last week I saw gulls do it. But the reign of stone as a tool marks the efforts of intelligence, similar to those of the higher primates, and the human own efforts of the opening of the Pleistocene; that would be interesting to have real evidence of this. The incident of crow and
branch sharing an egg is also particularly important— of course, quite possible, but as unexpected as a similar friendly alliance between a fox and a crow; that it should be for first-hand testimony. In one paragraph, p. Scully says that the wild ostrich is a polygamous. But in the next paragraph, but one he claims that both the rooster and
the hen sit on the eggs, and that the rooster sits on the nest from about four hours in the afternoon until about eight o'clock the next morning, about sixteen hours. This must mean that the is simultaneously with all hen eggs; because, of course, if the rooster has more than one hen, he can not spend two-thirds of each twenty-four hours on
each hen's separate nest. While in Africa, I encountered only six or eight cases of ostrich and ostrich nests with perais. In each case there were only a couple birds, a rooster and a hen; it was just a couple and always a couple that made the egg transition, and the only couple and always a couple who married the chickens when they
hatched. Of course, this does not mean that polygamy may not happen; but since both the rooster and the hen sit on the eggs, and since a sitting rooster can hardly cover all eggs of both or all hens, polygamy must radically interfere with the usual habits in this regard—and accurate and extended observations of wild birds should be
tentatively summarised in this regard. Mr. Scully says that nesting habits offer a definite case of protective color. The, being black, can not be seen at night; The hen, which sits all the more than a day, is more or less desert beige. Thus it achieves maximum invisibility by being in the nest. This is really a misreading of facts, even if the facts
are correctly monitored, and there is probably an inability to follow them correctly. In Africa I came through the nests of wild ostriches five times, always towards noon, that is, between nine in the morning and three in the afternoon. In three cases, the hen was on eggs, in two cases - a rooster. The rooster I shot and which is at the National
Museum in Washington was one of these birds that I accidentally put on a sitting on the eggs at noon. Of course, five cases are not enough to generalize, but they justify further examination of the subject before dogmatic claims about the, which always sits at night, and the hen is always on the day. My observations were that the two
sexes sat alternately, and indifferent, both at night and day. My own comments are also not the only ones that will unfold. Selous's Travel and Adventure, Mr. 463, he talks about chicken ostriches being shot as she returned to her nest just at sunset. Stewart Edward White's Rediscovered Party, Mr. 123, describes returning to camp after
morning hunting, and says, Near the camp caught sight of a queer-looking black hump, sticking out of high grass. When he was nearby, he suddenly unfolded into a cockstructive and left. We found twenty-eight In addition, even if mr. Scully's rule on the subject will come to a common point, and the interpretation of his rule is certainly
wrong. Protective color is a relative thing. Under the conditions described by p. Scully, ostrich practically always reveals color compared to the hen, and its color is very advertising type. Mr. Scully says that the hen is painted like desert sand, so it achieves maximum invisibility (compared to the cock) when on the nest. This is true; and it's
almost as true at night as the day. In most conditions and usually the is easier to see at night than a hen. Cloudy nights in the desert are very rare: half the time it is moonlight; and then the is almost as revealing in color as in daylight. The rest of the time it is a great light for the stars, and before the desert sand the rooster is even more
visible than the hen. So is all this. Mr. Scully says the rooster sits on the nest for four hours of daylight, two hours after sunrise and two hours before sunset. It is exactly four hours during which carnivores are the most active, if they are abroad in daylight. African carnivorous beasts are for the most part nocturnal; but they often operate for
a couple of hours before sunset or after sunrise; whereas, during the heat of the day, for example, from nine hours to four, they are an exceptional step back and forth. Therefore, if mr. Scully is correct, the ostrich sits on the nest during the very hours of daylight, when its revealing color is the most dangerous and unfavorable, and the hen
sits on the nest for hours when its hidden color is small or there are no consequences at all. Mr. Scully's theory – adopted by many cabinet naturalists – does not actually have any warrant. All the evidence shows that neither the disclosure of the color of the ostrich nor the hiding color of the hens is a survival factor. Bird habits and
environments, their great sight, militarism, speed, and fertility, and desert conditions, rather than their color patterns, are survival factors. Mr. Scully talks about a prying waltz or creaking as a non-occurring among wild birds. I saw him twice among wild birds partying in Sotik country, outside Guaro Nyero in the south. Mr. Scully says that,
as ostriches live under constant threat from carnivorous enemies, the general practice of gyration or any exercise calculated to attract the attention of enemies is unthinkable. The facts are directly contrary to this statement. First of all, by the time young birds are old enough to squeak or waltz, they are so noticeable that any enemy really
sees them, whether they are walking or gyrating; and after their early youth, the ostriches do not seek to escape from observation—they in conditions that they rely only on seeing their enemies themselves, not eluding their enemies in sight. Secondly, exercises calculated to attract attention are not only not unthinkable, but are actual
cases of many birds, whose enemies are much more than ostriches. In East Africa, in some parts of the ostrich country, I found a lot of whydah fins. Very noticeable men constantly performed in their dance rings, and their exercise was calculated to attract attention to every beast or bird that had vision. Compared to the size of the bird, it
was much more noticeable, much more advertising to all possible enemies than an ostrich waltz. Certain antelopes, especially when young, enjoy play almost as well noticeable. Mr. Scully's explanation (a condition that doesn't exist) is that probably the ostrich had its origin in some of the vast Australian tract where the carnivores were
low. These are just wild guesses; all available information indicates that these are the opposites of truth. Mr. Scully writes with real charm about most of his subject. This would in no way be hindered if he were more cautious, both in his observations and in his own sharing. Generalizations.
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